
What causes nonstate
actors to take up arms and wage war against the state? Despite a burgeoning
literature on civil war, extrasystemic war, and terrorism, scholars continue to
lack compelling explanations for the onset of civil violence. The existing litera-
ture has examined variation in political violence along a number of different
dimensions, including the incidence of rebellion and civil war,1 the distribu-
tion of violence within civil wars,2 the behavior of violent actors toward civil-
ians,3 popular support for violent actors,4 and the use of particular types of
violence.5 Yet less is known about how and why violence erupts in the ªrst
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place. Even studies that ostensibly seek to explain the onset of civil wars typi-
cally fail to provide a causal account of the eruption of violence; they tend to
focus on factors more suitable for explaining cross-sectional variation than the
timing of violence.6 Yet understanding the inception of violence requires a the-
ory that does more than identify places that are likelier to experience violence;
scholars and practitioners alike want to know why violence erupts where and
when it does.

This task is critical in a world in which violence by nonstate actors has be-
come the dominant form of conºict.7 Nationalist conºict, in particular, has
been one of the most pervasive and intractable types of conºict in the modern
era. Nationalist objectives have been articulated by parties to civil wars, wars
against foreign occupation, and terrorist campaigns in places as disparate as
Afghanistan, Algeria, Chechnya, Kosovo, Palestine, and Sri Lanka, to name a
few. Identifying the triggers of violence in places such as these is vital for
scholars and policymakers who seek to anticipate and respond to global
conºict.

Drawing on examples from the French colonial empire, this article presents
a theory of onset that accounts for both the timing and location of national-
ist violence. Studying cases from the colonial era is useful because of the
powerful inºuence these cases have had on both scholarly and popular under-
standings of the conditions that promote nationalist violence. Secessionist
movements in the former European empires, the Soviet Union, and Yugoslavia
have shaped existing theories of nationalist violence; systematically studying a
subset of these conºicts provides a way to evaluate alternative explanations
and build a compelling account for why violence begins. Moreover, these cases
are analytically useful in several ways. First, the colonial period is over, and
the passage of time has produced a rich descriptive literature and made colo-
nial conºicts less controversial. Ongoing nationalist conºicts are more difªcult
to study because information is often poor and partisan biases are pro-
nounced. Second, the colonial cases provide needed variation. The French
Empire, in particular, had one of the bloodiest imperial collapses in the twenti-
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eth century,8 yet violence in the empire varied across time and space: pro-
tracted wars of national liberation erupted in Algeria and Vietnam; terrorism
and insurgency replaced peaceful movements in Cameroon, Madagascar,
Morocco, Syria, and Tunisia; but in places such as the Comoros, Laos, Mali,
and Senegal, nationalist movements remained primarily peaceful, forming po-
litical parties and challenging colonial rule in metropolitan and international
assemblies.9 Third, restricting the analysis to one empire allows for more in-
depth analysis and serves to hold the colonial power constant, thereby avoid-
ing the introduction of confounding factors that reduce the comparability
of cases. Finally, the use of case studies rather than a large-N sample permits
consideration of microlevel data about the internal dynamics of nationalist
groups, factors that I argue are crucial for understanding the adoption of
violence.10

I use cases from the French Empire to propose a theory of “competitive vio-
lence” that explains why nationalist movements sometimes turn violent. Con-
ventional explanations for nationalist violence in the colonial world focus on
the intransigence of imperial rule, representing violence as the result of esca-
lating conºict between the imperial power and the nationalists. According to
this logic, nationalists turned to violence when imperial rulers refused to de-
colonize. This argument reºects a more general view of civil conºict that sees it
primarily as a two-sided contest between the state and nonstate actors. The
competitive violence theory provides an alternative explanation. I argue that
violence resulted from internal contestation among nationalist actors. The spe-
ciªc trigger of competition in the French Empire was the repression of the na-
tionalist leadership: violence broke out when a leadership vacuum created an
opening for new nationalist actors to compete for local power. When and
where nationalist movements fractured, nationalist actors had incentives to
adopt violent strategies to compete with one another: they used violence
to demonstrate their commitment to the nationalist cause, consolidate control
over particular localities, and eliminate rivals. Where nationalist movements
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remained centralized, mobilization remained primarily peaceful, relying on
strategies such as protest, diplomacy, and party formation.11 The argument ac-
counts for the onset of violence both spatially and temporally.

The remainder of the article proceeds as follow. The ªrst section illustrates
the limitations of existing theories for understanding the onset of nationalist
violence. The second section lays out the logic of the competitive violence the-
ory. The third section analyzes the turn to violence in a single case, colonial
Morocco. The Moroccan case lies somewhere in the middle of the spectrum of
nationalist conºict in the French Empire; it was neither an entirely peaceful
conºict nor an extremely violent outlier, such as Algeria. The Moroccan con-
ºict provides a particularly good opportunity to consider the merits of the
competitive violence theory because it ought to be a hard case for the argu-
ment. Morocco is a place where one might expect to see a uniªed movement
organizing violent resistance: it was recognized as a sovereign state before the
arrival of the French; Moroccan nationality was long-standing; and the leading
nationalist organization had peacefully advocated independence for years be-
fore the outbreak of violence in the early 1950s. A single case has well-known
limitations, but I draw testable implications from the theory that can be evalu-
ated at the subnational level, generating multiple observations by assessing
the theory’s predictions for the behavior of organizations and individuals, and
paying close attention to sequencing.

My ability to account for the eruption of violence in Morocco provides pre-
liminary evidence of the theory’s merit. In the fourth section, I consider the po-
tential of the theory to illuminate the onset of violence in other parts of the
French Empire and in cases outside the colonial world. Further empirical anal-
ysis is required to determine the limits of the argument’s applicability, but I
suggest that it can account for unexplained yet ubiquitous characteristics of
contemporary nationalist conºicts: competition among nonstate actors, intra-
nationalist violence, and persistent violence. Moreover, whereas rival explana-
tions of onset are typically incapable of accounting for when violence will
begin, my argument provides predictions for the onset of violence in both time
and space. The competitive violence theory is one path whereby nationalist
movements turn violent. In the conclusion, I consider further how this theory
contributes to understanding the onset of nationalist violence.
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Theorizing the Onset of Violence and Mobilization

Two streams of literature can be brought to bear on the question of why na-
tionalist violence erupts. The ªrst directly addresses the onset of violence in
civil wars and extra-systemic wars. Like this article, these studies seek to ex-
plain the causes of civil violence, yet they suffer from a serious ºaw: they fall
short of providing a full causal account of onset because they do not address
the timing of violence. The second set of studies includes work on contentious
politics that connects anti-regime mobilization to speciªc political opportuni-
ties. This body of work explicitly seeks to understand the triggers of contesta-
tion, but these studies are less concerned with explaining the use of violence,
in particular.

civil war onset

The recent literature on civil war onset points to a number of factors that en-
courage violent challenges to the state. To take an example, one of the most ro-
bust ªndings in the quantitative literature on civil war is the association
between poverty and violence: richer states are less likely to experience civil
war than poorer ones.12 James Fearon and David Laitin consider poverty,
proxied by per capita gross domestic product (GDP), to be an indicator for
weakened state capacity; poor states tend to be ªnancially, organizationally,
and politically weak and are therefore less likely to have the capacity to pre-
vent violence. Strong states have numerous factors that shield them from inter-
nal violence: good roads, better policing and military capabilities, and stronger
administrations.13 Alternatively, Paul Collier and Anke Hoefºer argue that
the association with per capita GDP can be explained by rebel greed, which
leads those in poor countries to seek wealth through violent means. In their ac-
count, poverty provides a motivation for rebels to gain control of easily
lootable resources.14

Although the reason for the link between poverty and civil war continues to
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be debated, there is widespread agreement that an association exists.15 Yet de-
spite this agreement, theoretical considerations suggest that poverty, whether
it represents weak state capacity or rebel motivation, is not a good explanation
for the onset of violence. Onset occurs in time; it marks a phase shift from a pe-
riod of peace to one with civil war. Poverty, however, is typically an enduring
condition for a state, making it a poor predictor of when a civil war will start.
An examination of the civil war cases in the Fearon and Laitin data set illus-
trates the stability of poverty over time. The data set includes 110 civil war
onsets; of these, 78 have annual measures of GDP/capita for the four years
prior to onset and did not experience another civil war onset during the pre-
vious ªve years.16 These cases can thus show whether poverty, measured us-
ing GDP/capita, tends to change prior to onset. Within these cases, GDP/
capita varies little during the four years before a civil war erupts. The mean
GDP/capita one year prior to civil war onset is $1,697; two years prior is
$1,686; three years prior is $1,651; and four years prior is also $1,651.17 A drop
in real per capita income in countries about to experience civil war is not evi-
dent. On average, the years before civil war were indistinguishable in terms of
income; if anything, GDP going back a couple of years was slightly lower than
it was in the year before war began.

A state characteristic that is stable over time cannot explain an outcome that
varies temporally. Although poverty can differentiate places that are generally
more likely to experience violence from places that are not, a theory based on
poverty cannot predict when violence will begin or when it will reach the
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threshold of a civil war. Such theories are indeterminate because they do not
offer an explanation capable of explaining variation over time.

Although poverty tends to be a fairly static state characteristic overall, states
sometimes do experience dramatic changes in wealth and capacity. Such
changes could provide the basis for a more dynamic theory of violence, and
scholars since Samuel Huntington have suggested that it is not poverty per se
that leads to violence, but rapid changes such as modernization.18 Theda
Skocpol, for instance, points to state crisis, rather than the more static concept
of state capacity, as the trigger of revolution.19 These theories are theoretically
capable of accounting for the timing of violence, but they have received only
mixed empirical support; studies that have tested the impact of income shocks
on civil war onset have not found widespread or consistent evidence of an
effect.20

Arguments that link poverty to civil war are not the only ones that have
difªculty explaining temporal variation. Other macro factors that have been
associated with civil war onset, such as rough terrain, rural and urban set-
tlement patterns, domination by an ethnic minority, the presence of natural
resources, and regime type, tend to be similarly stable and unsuited for ex-
plaining a sudden descent into violent conºict.21 Indeed, geographic features
do not vary at all over time. These factors are useful for identifying places with
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a relatively higher risk of civil war, but where they fail to address temporal
variation, they are incomplete explanations of onset.

Some factors that have been associated with violence in the colonial world
also share this theoretical problem. Thus far, I have considered theories of civil
war onset, and though most of the violent conºicts in the French Empire can
be classiªed as civil wars, these cases may have features that made them par-
ticularly “civil-war prone.”22 Speciªcally, scholars and observers have sug-
gested that imperial rule and foreign occupation produce intense grievances,
and grievances are one general explanation for civil war.23 Nicholas Sambanis
suggests that colonial settings were more prone to violence because imperial
rule was more pernicious than other kinds of authoritarian rule: “Empires
were uniquely autocratic regimes, in which subjects lived under different
forms of government, and one argument for setting extrastate wars apart is
that the legal structure of empires prevented the articulation of colonized peo-
ples’ demands (voice) and left them with rebellion as their only option.”24 The
idea that colonized populations had no other option besides violence is com-
mon in the literature on violent anticolonialism. Frantz Fanon provides a clas-
sic example of this view, writing, “[I]t is the intuition of the colonized masses
that their liberation must, and can only, be achieved by force.”25 Empires are
not alone in failing to address people’s demands, but the suggestion is that
empires, foreign occupation, and external domination generally create even
more grievances than other kinds of regimes.

These grievances became particularly acute as empire became outdated.
Wilson’s Fourteen Points, the founding of the League of Nations, and the cre-
ation of the United Nations are among the events that rendered imperial rule
illegitimate. The most common explanations for the onset of nationalist vio-
lence in the colonial world therefore focus on the intransigence of imperial rule
despite its growing illegitimacy. The argument is that where colonial powers
failed to recognize the right of self-determination, nationalist movements
turned to violence to forcibly eject imperial rulers. For the French cases, schol-
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ars have suggested that France’s refusal to relinquish its territories after World
War II angered colonized populations and led to violence.26 As one Moroccan
nationalist put it, France would learn its lesson only “after traversing streets
saturated with blood and strewn with corpses.”27 Sentiments such as these
are echoed in statements by those living under foreign domination in a wide
variety of contexts.28

The argument that grievances about foreign rule spark violence leaves sev-
eral questions unanswered. First, like the macro factors such as poverty found
in the civil war literature, this argument provides no theoretical predictions
about the timing of violence. Just when actors would decide that foreign rule
was intolerable and employ violence is unspeciªed. The inequalities of impe-
rial rule were enduring features in the colonies; scholars still need to know
when those grievances would be expressed through violence. Explaining the
onset of violence requires identifying particular instances where the actions of
the authorities prompted violence.

In addition, an argument about grievances cannot account for divergent be-
havior among nationalist groups within the same territory; it has little to say
about internal divisions within a movement or disagreements over strategy.
Finally, a focus on the injustices of foreign rule makes it difªcult to understand
why so many nationalist movements engaged in peaceful opposition. In the
French Empire, the majority of nationalist movements rejected violence, de-
spite widespread abuses by colonial rulers.29

contentious politics and political opportunities

Accounting for the onset of nationalist violence requires wedding static factors
that may facilitate rebellion, such as poverty and colonial injustice, to particu-
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lar triggers. A large literature has focused on the importance of political oppor-
tunities for opponents of the state to mobilize and act. Scholars of social
movements have agreed that “most political movements and revolutions are
set in motion by social changes that render the established political order more
vulnerable or receptive to challenge.”30 A focus on changes that provide op-
portunities for action is promising because it has the potential to explain tim-
ing. Yet a key challenge remains: work on political opportunities has grown
out of the social movement literature and tends to focus on explaining nonvio-
lent mobilization rather than violence. Even work on revolutions does not ex-
plicitly consider why violence is used; regimes may be overthrown through
mass protest, violent action, or a mix of violent and nonviolent opposition.31

Understanding the onset of violence requires theorizing the political opportu-
nities that favor a turn to violence, in particular. Charles Tilly suggests that the
shift from peaceful to violent opposition (and vice versa) continues to pose a
puzzle that lacks satisfactory solutions.32

A related challenge is identifying what kinds of changes constitute a politi-
cal opportunity for violent action. The difªculty is to ªnd a way to theorize
and measure political opportunities ex ante, without simply looking back from
a mobilization event and seizing on an apparent opportunity that preceded it.
It is not enough to identify political opportunities; analysts also need a way to
evaluate when and where such opportunities do not exist. In response to con-
cerns that the concept of political opportunity lacks precision, Doug McAdam,
John McCarthy, and Mayer Zald lay out four dimensions that can be analyzed
to judge whether or not a political opportunity exists: the relative openness of
the institutionalized political system, the stability of elite alignments, the pres-
ence of elite allies, and the state’s repressive capacities.33 These four dimen-
sions are fairly general so as to accommodate diverse situations of collective
action, but they fail to advance conceptual clarity. The dimensions are chal-
lenging to measure and potentially endogenous to political mobilization itself,
and the relative importance of each is unknown. How crucial is it for elites to
have allies? With whom must they ally for their movement to work? How
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open does the political system need to be to allow political mobilization?
How repressive does a state need to be to prevent mobilization? The dimen-
sions for measuring political opportunities seem nearly as difªcult to concep-
tualize and measure as the concept of political opportunity itself.

The difªculties of theorizing political opportunity have been aptly pointed
out by William Gamson and David Meyer: “The concept of a political opportu-
nity structure is in trouble, in danger of becoming a sponge that soaks up vir-
tually every aspect of the social movement environment—political institutions
and culture, crises of various sorts, political alliances, and policy shifts. . . . It
threatens to become an all-encompassing fudge factory for all the conditions
and circumstances that form the context for collective action. Used to explain
so much, it may ultimately explain nothing at all.”34

In response to these criticisms, scholars have focused on identifying speciªc
types of opportunities that are conducive to mobilization. As discussed above,
some studies of revolution have focused on state crisis as the key opportu-
nity.35 Others have identiªed indiscriminate repression as an important trig-
ger.36 Further work to theorize and test speciªc classes of events that serve as
general triggers of violence is required.

The literatures on civil war and contentious politics point to the need to con-
sider both the broad factors that are conducive to violence and the particular
triggers that lead to the actual eruption of violence. Put otherwise, to under-
stand when violence erupts, scholars need to consider both motive and oppor-
tunity. Existing studies of civil war onset identify conditions that make some
places more likely to experience violent conºict, but they pay less attention to
the dynamic nature of violence. Studies of contentious politics are more at-
tuned to the need to identify triggers, but focus less on explaining why state
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opponents would choose violent strategies in particular. In the next section, I
identify a critical opportunity that gave nationalist actors incentives to take vi-
olent action.

Competitive Violence

The central claim of the competitive violence theory is that nationalist violence
erupts from intra-movement fragmentation and competition. There are multi-
ple triggers that can upset the existing balance of power within a movement
and prompt competition among nationalist actors. The death of nationalist
leaders, or the co-optation of some nationalist leaders, or the repression of the
leadership are among the mechanisms that can fragment a nationalist move-
ment and prompt inªghting. I focus on leadership repression to explicate
the theory because it was the main trigger of fragmentation in the French
Empire; similar dynamics can emerge from other acts that fracture nationalist
movements.

the argument

The logic of the competitive violence theory derives from considering intra-
nationalist dynamics in the context of a power vacuum within the movement.
When existing leaders of a vibrant nationalist movement were jailed, sent into
exile, or killed, the loss of leadership provided an opening for less prominent
actors to assume leadership roles. Given that multiple actors typically sought
to ªll these roles, nationalist movements that were previously fairly uniªed
fragmented in the wake of leadership repression, as actors vied for positions of
power. Not all actors employed violence in the struggle for leadership, but vio-
lence was a useful tool for multiple reasons.

First, the removal of the existing leadership exacerbates competition be-
tween those who favor violence and those who oppose it. Prior to leadership
decapitation, actors who wish to use violence may be constrained by the exist-
ing nationalist leadership. All else being equal, once leaders are gone, those
who prefer violence are less constrained; they even have a ready justiªcation
because they can cite leadership repression as a provocation. While other na-
tionalists may continue to denounce violence, the absence of the most
inºuential leaders emboldens those who wish to use violence to become the
new voice of the movement, potentially drowning out the advocates of peace-
ful protest.37
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The presence of actors with a preexisting preference for violence is not re-
quired for violence to follow leadership repression, however. Leadership
repression also produces incentives for actors to use violence, such that previ-
ously nonviolent actors turn violent. The sudden removal of the nationalist
leadership and the subsequent opportunities to assume local leadership fuel
violence via four mechanisms. First, to compete with others, an actor needs to
be recognized as an important nationalist player. One way to gain recognition
is to engage in spectacular forms of resistance that are reported and discussed
widely.38 Violence is a fast way to gain notoriety, particularly for lesser-known
actors who wish to assume leadership.

A second mechanism is outbidding. Actors not only seek recognition as part
of the movement; they also want to show that they are more actively involved
in ªghting than others.39 Outbidding explains why violence increases over
time, and why nonviolent organizations adopt violence once other actors have
begun employing it.

A third mechanism is the direct use of violence against local and regional ri-
vals. Violence is often directed not only at the state but also at co-nationals; the
targeting of co-nationals serves to eliminate competitors.40 In-group violence is
a common feature of nationalist conºicts; understanding the competitive dy-
namics of these conºicts can make sense of this widespread phenomenon, in
addition to explaining the violence that occurs across the main cleavage of
conºict.

A ªnal reason to employ violence is a lack of other means to gain political
power. The fragmentation that follows the destruction of the leadership di-
vides the movement into smaller groups, and it is difªcult for small groups to
compete through nonviolent means. To be truly visible, nonviolent mobiliza-
tion requires a mass base that can be organized for protests, a difªcult task
when the movement has suffered a shock and it is unclear who leads. Violent
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mobilization, on the other hand, can be noticeable even with few participants.
A small number of militants can carry out highly visible attacks.41 For would-
be leaders who lack a large base of followers, violence is the only route to
claiming an important role in the conºict.

A potential counterargument is that when leadership repression occurs, na-
tionalist organizations switch to violence out of anger and frustration. This
argument links leadership repression to violence, as I do, but through an alter-
native mechanism. Violence is a direct response to leadership repression; na-
tionalists answer the violence of the empire with violence of their own.

Both this counterargument and the competitive violence theory predict
an association between leadership repression and the onset of violence, but
they have additional observable implications that can be examined at the
subnational level. The competitive violence theory suggests that leadership
repression emboldens other actors; it therefore leads to the following ªve hy-
potheses: leadership repression should be followed by an increase in the num-
ber of active nationalist organizations. Existing organizations that had not
been prominent in the movement could seize the opportunity and become
more active; new organizations could emerge; or existing organizations could
fracture (H1). The competitive violence theory also predicts competition:
struggles for power among local actors should be observed. Speciªcally, the ar-
gument predicts that actors will use violence in the ways outlined above: to
gain recognition (H2), to outbid other nationalists (H3), and to directly attack
rivals (H4).

The argument that leadership repression produces violence by exacerbating
grievances has different observable implications. It does not predict an in-
crease in the number of actors or intra-movement competition, as H1, H2, and
H3 posit; rather leadership repression might, as Fanon has suggested, unite the
population, or it might have no effect on intra-nationalist dynamics. It predicts
retaliatory violence; violence should be primarily two-sided and in-group tar-
gets should be known collaborators, not other nationalists, as H4 suggests.

My argument also has implications for the duration of violence. If violence
is a function of the struggle for power among nationalists, it need not cease
when independence is achieved, and, in fact, it may worsen in the postcolonial
struggle for power. Ongoing violence even after the stated aims of the nation-
alists are achieved may be observed (H5). The alternative grievance-based
hypothesis makes no prediction about the duration of violence; it does not pro-
pose an explanation for violence when the initial grievances are addressed.
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These arguments are not mutually exclusive; leadership repression could
operate in both ways, even in one setting. Evaluating them empirically can
suggest their respective ability to account for patterns of nationalist violence.

why repress nationalist leaders?

Before turning to empirics, one further question deserves consideration: Why
would a ruler engage in leadership repression if it leads to the eruption of vio-
lence? The purpose of decapitation is precisely to undermine the movement
and destroy its ability to organize effectively; it would be ironic if leadership
repression instead led to the ºourishing of nationalist organizations and wide-
spread violence. One potential counterargument to the claims I advance here is
that leadership repression, rather than triggering violence, is a response to
violence.

The only way to rule out endogeneity is by studying the empirical record
carefully and searching for evidence in each case about the state’s expectations
of violence prior to leadership repression. It is essential, ªrst of all, to pay close
attention to sequence to ensure that violence follows rather than precedes
leadership repression; if onset occurs before leadership repression, leadership
repression cannot be a cause of onset. But even if violence is largely absent,
rulers might employ leadership repression because they anticipate the erup-
tion of violence. For the French Empire, this claim is difªcult to sustain. French
reports from the colonial period suggest two reasons for engaging in leader-
ship repression; neither supports the view that the French anticipated violence.

The ªrst reason for proposing leadership repression was indeed the wide-
spread perception that nationalist movements threatened French rule. Colonial
reports lamented the growth of nationalist sentiment and expressed fears
that nationalist movements would make continued French rule untenable. It is
crucial, however, not to conºate the perception of threat with an anticipa-
tion of violence. French records suggest that what ofªcials feared at the time
was not the prospect of a violent movement, but the movement they already
faced: growing, mobilizing support, and engaging in peaceful demonstrations.
French ofªcials were not pondering a future problem, but an existing one.
Their reports, as well as the subsequent history of nonviolent decoloniza-
tion, suggest that a movement need not employ violence to threaten French
interests.42
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The second reason for engaging in leadership decapitation was the expecta-
tion that it would be effective. Leadership repression sometimes works. Jenna
Jordan has found that it can effectively crush a movement that is small, pri-
marily elite, and short-lived, whereas larger, well-established organizations are
difªcult to destroy entirely.43 Judging when leadership repression will and will
not work is a thorny policy problem. In their empire, the French employed
leadership repression with success in the early stages of nationalist move-
ments; they had a long history of shutting down demonstrations and rebel-
lions effectively. Once movements had successfully organized protests and
gained a mass base, however, leadership decapitation proved counterproduc-
tive and prompted violence.44 French reports document surprise when the
strategy backªred; ofªcials expected leadership repression to quell opposition,
not prompt violence. Where the French left the existing nationalist leadership
in place, nationalist movements remained nonviolent.

The claim that leadership repression was a response to anticipated violence
can be addressed not only by considering what the French did say about their
reasons for repression, but also by looking at what they did not say. French re-
ports did not provide evidence that leaders were contemplating violence; they
could not have anticipated the leaders’ plans because they did not have access
to them. Moreover, the organizations subjected to leadership repression were
not the ones that subsequently embraced violence; violent actors were typi-
cally unknown to the administration prior to the eruption of violence.45

Leading nationalists primarily denounced violence until their removal. The
following section provides evidence that in the case of Morocco, the French
failed to anticipate the emergence of violent actors and fully recognized that
leadership decapitation was a mistake.

Competitive Violence in the Moroccan Nationalist Movement

On Christmas Eve, 1953, Mohamed Ben Moussa Ridha deposited a homemade
bomb in the central market of Casablanca, killing nineteen and wounding
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thirty-four. On March 19, 1954, two bombs were thrown into the Koutoubia
Mosque in Marrakech, wounding thirty. On October 3, 1955, the Armée de
Libération Marocaine (ALM) announced a jihad against French forces in
Morocco and denounced Moroccans who failed to represent the nation’s
interests.46

These events exemplify the violence of the Moroccan anticolonial move-
ment. Violence began in 1952 and continued through independence in March
1956. It was carried out in two organized campaigns. The ªrst was a campaign
of urban terror. From August 20, 1953, to April 6, 1956, there were 4,520 armed
attacks in Moroccan cities and towns, including assassination attempts, bomb
attacks, arson, and sabotage.47 The second campaign was a rural insurgency
carried out by the ALM in the Rif, Middle Atlas, and High Atlas mountain
ranges.

One participant explained the use of violence; “We are not like the men of
India. We could not respond to colonialism only with protest. Violence is in
our nature.”48 Yet the history of the movement belies his claim that violence
was natural for Moroccans. For more than two decades, opposition to French
rule in Morocco had been largely nonviolent. Before 1952 the nationalist move-
ment was both peaceful and centralized. In the 1930s, protestors sought demo-
cratic rights and reform under French rule. From 1944 to 1952, the Istiqlal
(Independence) Party led the nationalist movement and advocated peaceful
strategies. Moroccan nationalists turned to violence only in the last years of co-
lonial rule, and the violent period was far shorter than the nonviolent period.

The most prominent explanation for the eruption of violence is that the 1953
French decision to exile the Moroccan sultan provoked the population and
sparked violence. In 1927 the French chose the sultan because he was young
and docile.49 For the majority of the protectorate period, the sultan proved as
compliant as the French had hoped. But starting in World War II, the sultan
began to show support for nationalist aims. From 1947 to 1953, he held
clandestine meetings with the Istiqlal Party and began dragging his feet on im-
plementing French policy. The administration decided it would be easier to
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rule without him, and on August 20, 1953, the sultan was sent into exile in
Madagascar.

Most scholars and participants see violence in Morocco as a reaction to the
sultan’s deposition.50 The vast majority of violent events occurred after his ex-
ile, and violent resistance has been portrayed as an expression of outrage and
loyalty to the sultan. French Resident General Gilbert Grandval interpreted the
violence as such and described the deposition as a serious misstep.51 On
“Voice of the Arabs,” exiled Istiqlal leader Allal al-Fasi called for the Moroccan
people to defend the sultan using “all efforts and means.”52

The sultan’s deposition was not the only instance of leadership repression in
Morocco. Before deposing the sultan, the French imprisoned and exiled lead-
ers of the Istiqlal, the leading nationalist organization prior to the outbreak
of violence.53 At its founding in 1944, the party announced a nonviolent
agenda.54 The party organized 383 peaceful nationalist events in the years fol-
lowing its founding, including demonstrations, strikes, and large meetings,
and challenged the French in elections in 1947 and 1951.55 It appealed to the
United Nations and set up ofªces in New York to gain international support
for its cause. In December 1952, the Istiqlal, in collaboration with local trade
unions, decided to organize a demonstration in Casablanca to protest the as-
sassination of Tunisian union leader Ferhat Hached. This event was far from
unusual; in 1952 the party typically organized multiple protests such as this
one each month. The night before the strike, a demonstration took place out-
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side police headquarters, and concerned that it might degenerate into rioting,
police ªred upon demonstrators. In the aftermath, several Frenchmen were
killed.56 The next day, strikers were confronted with police and tanks, which
opened on demonstrators with heavy ªre. Estimates suggest that the death
toll was in the hundreds. The French arrested 400 members of the Istiqlal, the
Moroccan trade union,57 and the smaller Communist Party. Istiqlal leaders
were put under house arrest in the south; nationalist newspapers were si-
lenced; and a group of pashas and caids suspected of nationalist sympathies
was dismissed.58

The evidence shows that the French Residency deliberately seized upon the
occasion to destroy the nationalist leadership. French liberals claimed that
the authorities “had ‘smoked out’ the nationalists in order to ªnish them
off once and for all, had misrepresented a general protest strike as a riot di-
rected against European lives, and had killed several hundred unarmed
Moroccans.”59 The December 1952 protectorate report afªrmed the admini-
stration’s decision to decapitate the Istiqlal Party.60 With the deposition of
the sultan eight months later, the leading spokesmen for Moroccan independ-
ence were effectively removed.61 The removal of the leaders who had dis-
avowed violence preceded the eruption of violence that would last through
independence.62

To determine whether leadership repression angered the population and led
directly to violence, or whether the competitive violence theory better
accounts for the turn to violence, several factors need to be considered: the ef-
fect of repression on active nationalist organizations (H1), the existence of
competition among nationalists (H2 and H3), whether there was intra-move-
ment violence or primarily two-sided violence (H4), and the duration of vio-
lence (H5).

leadership repression and the splintering of the movement

The nationalist movement without the sultan and the Istiqlal leaders who had
led the movement since its inception was “comparable to a boat with neither
helmsman nor rudder.”63 The arrest of the party leadership created a vacuum
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among the rank and ªle.64 Remaining party members began to vie for leader-
ship of the decapitated party; previously unknown actors began to form urban
terror cells; and in the mountains, the ALM formed.

The urban violence campaign was not uniªed, but was carried out by
a number of small organizations, primarily centered in Casablanca. Partici-
pating groups included al-Munazzama al-Sirriyya (the Secret Organization),
al-Hilal al-Aswad (the Black Rising), Usad al-Tahrir (the Lions of Liberation),
and the Organization of the Black Hand, to name a few.65 The Istiqlal had ties
with some groups, but the extent to which the party was involved is a matter
of debate.66 Some groups were organized by members of the Istiqlal, but others
acted independently.

The rural insurgency was likewise begun by a new nationalist actor. The
ALM was distinctive, operating without coordination with other nationalist
groups. Its headquarters were in the mountains, far from other organizations.
The ALM itself was divided into regional branches with leaders who did not
typically coordinate their activities.67 It was created explicitly in opposition to
the Istiqlal. ALM leader Nadir Bouzar described the Moroccan parties as
“the source of all evil.”68 The Istiqlal likewise stated that it was not associ-
ated with the ALM’s activities in the mountains.69 The party was already in
talks with the French, and ongoing insurgent violence undermined its negoti-
ating authority.70

All nationalist organizations expressed the same goals: the return of the sul-
tan and the end of French rule. If shared goals drove the violence, one might
expect that the nationalist movement would have continued to be uniªed, as it
had been under the Istiqlal up until its decapitation. The argument that the
only effect of leadership repression was to anger the population cannot ac-
count for the multiplication of organizations that followed in its wake. The cre-
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ation of distinct armed actors, the ALM insurgents and the various urban
terror organizations, suggests that leadership repression splintered the nation-
alist movement.

The French recognized the negative effects of their policy. Speaking before
the French parliament on June 10, 1954, Pierre Mendès-France noted that lead-
ership repression had prompted violence in Morocco, stating that “the force
which was designed to prevent or delay events has in fact accelerated them. It
is, among the most advanced, transforming demands into open revolt, and,
among the hitherto indifferent masses, it is creating the concept of a national
conºict and driving them to take arms against us.”71 Deciding that the groups
that had sprung up in the wake of leadership repression were far less desirable
to deal with than those they had repressed, the French released the Istiqlal
leaders two years after their arrest. The release came too late, however; the
Istiqlal had lost its position of dominance.72 As a result, the party would be un-
able to prevent further violence or gain control of the new organizations.

intra-movement competition and violence

Despite their shared goals, the new organizations that came to the forefront of
the nationalist movement in the mid-1950s actively competed with one an-
other. Competition grew among Istiqlal members still at large, urban terror
groups, and the ALM.

Istiqlal members often acted against urban terror groups, even going so
far as to denounce them to the French. The 1953 Christmas bombing provides
a case in point. The bomber was denounced by several merchants, includ-
ing Mohammed Jilali Bennani, one of the original signatories to the Istiqlal’s
1944 manifesto. They declared their desire to “safeguard Franco-Moroccan
friendship and the future of the country.”73 The Istiqlal set up disciplinary
committees to deal with members suspected of terrorism,74 although some
well-known party members were participants in al-Munazzama al-Sirriyya.75

Once those who had been arrested were released, they vied with the leaders of
the urban campaign for leading roles in the nationalist movement.76

There was likewise competition between the ALM insurgents and the
Istiqlal. One ALM leader, inºuenced by the success of the Algerian National
Liberation Front (known by the French acronym FLN) in discrediting other
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Algerian nationalist parties, hoped that the ALM would similarly be able to
destroy Moroccan political parties and become the sole voice of Moroccan
nationalism.77

Competition also characterized the relationship between the urban groups
and the ALM. Competition in part was a function of regional cleavages. The
urban movement began in Casablanca before spreading to other towns. It
never carried out activities in the areas where the ALM operated. Although
there were discussions of uniting some resistance groups with the ALM, they
remained distinctive.

Competition helps explain why the targets of violence tended to be
Moroccan, not French.78 Ofªcial accounts acknowledge that Moroccans were
the main victims, but claim that they were primarily collaborators.79 Yet sev-
eral facts suggest that this claim was a post hoc justiªcation for targeting
Moroccans. First, known collaborators who changed sides were usually wel-
comed by nationalist organizations. Moroccans in the French army, for in-
stance, were encouraged to join the ALM, and key elites who switched sides
were pardoned. Second, the main beneªciaries of colonial rule were not the
primary targets. Information on targeting is sketchy, but well-known French
intermediaries were typically spared. Instead of targeting Moroccans who
were publicly linked to the administration, nationalist organizations typically
targeted those accused of serving as private informers.80 Third, it is difªcult to
see why so many people were targeted for collaboration when there were so
few incentives to collaborate. Most of the violence occurred as the French were
disengaging. It made little sense for Moroccans to help the French when there
was so little likelihood of reward.81 Finally, and most important for the com-
petitive violence theory, nationalist organizations attacked members of other
nationalist organizations. Intragroup violence is overlooked by alternative
explanations, which focus solely on explaining the violence directed at the oc-
cupying power. The following section provides further examples of intra-
movement targeting.

competition, intra-movement violence, and the duration of violence

In 1955 the French began to withdraw from Morocco. France had already
granted autonomy to Tunisia and was consumed with the growing conºict in
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Algeria. The beginning of the end came in June when Grandval was appointed
resident general and tasked with ending the “Moroccan problem.”82 Both
Moroccans and the French in Morocco saw his appointment as a major policy
change. Settlers protested and spat on him at his arrival, while Moroccans wel-
comed him and expected that he would restore the sultan.83

Grandval met with leading nationalists in late June 1955. On August 22, the
French opened negotiations with the nationalist parties, although they worried
about the parties’ inability to control the new violent nationalist groups. As
Ernest Gellner stated, “There was a situation where no one really knew clearly
whose authority counted. There had been no election conferring a mandate on
this or that man or party, and if there had been, it would not have been very
relevant. Very crudely, the weight of a man’s, or a party’s, voice in the capital
was a function of the number of men willing to lay down their arms at his or-
ders in the countryside.”84

In September 1955, French Gen. George Catroux met with the sultan to dis-
cuss his return. At the United Nations on September 29, France announced
that Morocco was to become independent. The declaration of La Celle-Saint
Cloud on November 6 ended the protectorate. On November 17, the sultan re-
turned to Morocco. The independence treaty was signed on March 2, 1956.

Moroccan independence thus began to seem imminent in June 1955, and
was ofªcially announced on November 6, 1955. If violence were driven by an-
ger at the deposition of the sultan, one might reasonably expect to see a reduc-
tion as it became clear that he would be restored. Violence should be highest
between August 20, 1953, when the sultan was deposed, and June 1955, when
Grandval was appointed. At the very least, violence driven by the sultan’s re-
moval should drop off after the November announcement. Yet the pattern of
violence does not conform to these expectations.

From August 20, 1953, to December 31, 1955, the urban armed resistance in-
volved 3,712 armed attacks.85 The lowest monthly tally of violent events oc-
curred in September 1953 and the highest in October 1955, when the French
had already announced the end of the protectorate at the United Nations.
Figure 1 shows the pattern of violence over time. It documents a surprising
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trajectory. Violence spikes at the end of the period, after Grandval had begun
negotiating with the nationalists, and continues at high levels throughout
the summer and fall of 1955, even as the sultan left his place of exile and re-
turned to Morocco.86 Violence is not at its highest when it might be expected
to be: during the most intransigent period of French rule, from the sultan’s
exile in August 1953 through the appointment of Grandval in June 1955. In-
stead, it is highest from August to November 1955, when independence was
approaching.87

Figure 1 refers only to the urban terror campaign, not the insurgency.
Although systematic data are unavailable, the timing of the ALM’s attacks
appears even more puzzling than the urban resistance. The ALM’s ªrst major
action did not occur until October 1, 1955, when the units of the eastern
ALM and the ALM in the Middle Atlas carried out a synchronized attack
on French army posts.88 With the return of the sultan, the ALM’s attacks
increased. The timing suggests that the ALM was primarily driven by the
desire to compete with rivals, not to help restore the sultan, as the ALM
claimed.

The sultan ended his exile with a speech about the need for unity. Yet
as Morocco’s new king, he faced a number of independent players: a rural
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Figure 1. Urban Violence in Morocco, August 1953–December 1955



army, small bands of urban and rural terrorists, notables who had backed the
protectorate, and an unarmed nationalist party, all maneuvering for a stake
in the postcolonial government.89 Time magazine described the situation:
“Mohammed V stepped from a life of luxurious discontent into a chaos caused
by the abdication of the French and a vying among the Moroccans themselves,
some to retain their feudal ªefs, others to spread violence born of ignorance, a
few to seek a difªcult adjustment between ancient ways, present misery and
future progress.”90

Competition and violence continued in the immediate postcolonial period.
After his return, the sultan established a coalition cabinet with twenty mem-
bers, nine from the Istiqlal, six from the weaker Parti Démocratique de
l’Indépendance (PDI), and ªve independents. Prominent members of the ur-
ban resistance and the ALM were left out.91 Istiqlal leaders retroactively
claimed credit for having masterminded the rural and urban campaigns; mem-
bers of urban terror groups and the ALM scoffed at these claims.92

ALM leaders competed with the political parties for inºuence and sought
recognition for their armed struggle. In January 1956, Istiqlal leader Mehdi ben
Barka met with ALM leader Bouzar and asked him to join the party. Bouzar re-
sponded angrily, “Now that the Rif from the East to the West, the mountains of
the Beni Snassen, the Middle Atlas, the High Atlas, the Anti-Atlas and the
plains of the Zemmours are practically in our hands, we are not going to
give them as a gift to the Istiqlal, who has always denounced direct action.”93

He claimed that politicians had “conªscated the independence of Morocco
without having really fought for it.”94 ALM insurgents protested the domi-
nance of the Istiqlal in the new government and described the conºict as one
between the bourgeoisie from Fez and the guerrillas who represented ordinary
people. In the Rif, former insurgents criticized those who came into power,
calling them “women with beards.”95

In urban areas, violence continued in the spring and summer of 1956. For-
mer collaborators were targeted. Political competition also produced victims.
Urban terrorists attacked local leaders of the Istiqlal and the PDI.96 Violence
was also employed in turf disputes, and it became difªcult to distinguish be-
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tween political violence and criminality. Istiqlal leader Ben Barka set up the
Shabab Nizam (the Youth of Order) to engage in urban policing,97 but agents
of the party also targeted political opponents. A combatant attested that the
Istiqlal treated members of the ALM like terrorists and assassinated insur-
gents.98 For instance, a rumor circulated that Ben Barka had murdered ALM
military leader Abbès Messaadi, who had come to Fez to negotiate with Ben
Barka.99 When questioned, Ben Barka said that the death was “the result of the
laws of the underground struggle.”100 In another instance, an ALM insurgent
and an urban ªghter were shot in Casablanca after having been falsely accused
by the Istiqlal of being terrorists in the pay of the French.101

Extinguishing the rural insurgency proved difªcult. At independence,
Moroccans in the French army had been transferred to the control of the for-
mer sultan, now king, and formed the Forces Armées Royales (FAR). The FAR
prepared to deal with the problem of ongoing insurrection. In March and
April, the ALM attacked and was attacked by the FAR.102 In June 1956, some
members of the ALM came to Rabat to surrender. Others continued to carry
out attacks. Some moved to the south and formed the Army for the Liberation
of the Western Sahara. Rural rebellions continued to challenge the government
in the years after independence.103

The argument that violence was a response to French-imposed grievances
does not explain the rise in violence as independence approached or its contin-
uation after independence. It is entirely possible that violence later in the pe-
riod could have had different causes; the initial trigger of violence need not
explain all subsequent violence.104 Yet following the principle of Occam’s ra-
zor, one ought to prefer the simpler explanation, particularly if it is capable of
explaining more of the observed variation. The competitive violence argument
accounts for violence late in the colonial period; violence escalated as the
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French withdrawal exacerbated competitive dynamics among nationalist ac-
tors. As colonial rule ended, Moroccans continued to compete with one an-
other, claiming responsibility for the achievement of independence and using
violence against other nationalists.

The competitive violence theory provides an explanation for the initial erup-
tion of violence, ongoing violence, and intragroup violence. The conventional
grievance-based account can, at best, explain only the initial outburst; it does
not account for fragmentation, competition, in-group targeting, or the escala-
tion of violence. The claim that violence in Morocco was a reaction to the
French deposition of the sultan is more a sign of the postcolonial power of the
monarchy and its ability to shape how history is written than an accurate por-
trayal of the violent dynamics. Furthermore, the conventional account has
fewer observable implications, which suggests its limited explanatory power.

Additional Empirical Evidence

Morocco is only one place where nationalist violence followed peaceful mobi-
lization. I used this case to evaluate the observable implications of the compet-
itive violence theory, which require ªne-grained data about violent actors and
their behavior. This section provides additional empirical support from other
cases in the French Empire. Opposition to colonial rule was widespread;
nationalists opposed colonial rule through protests, appeals to the United
Nations, and alliances with French anticolonialists. Only some organizations
in some places used violence, and violence erupted only after nonviolent
mobilization had already begun. Analysis of these cases, though necessarily
briefer, serves three functions: to consider whether leadership repression
prompted similar dynamics in other places, to better understand why neither
leadership repression nor violent nationalism occurred in peaceful cases, and
to assess the interdependence of these cases. The section concludes by consid-
ering cases outside the European colonies that point to the theory’s potential to
explain violent dynamics elsewhere.

violent and nonviolent nationalism in the french empire

Throughout the French Empire, the onset of anticolonial violence proceeded in
a similar way: leadership repression emboldened new or less inºuential actors,
prompted competition, and provided incentives for violence.105 In Algeria the
previously unknown FLN was founded following repressive actions against
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the nationalist leadership. The FLN fought Algerian rivals; many of the war’s
atrocities stemmed from the “café wars” waged in Algeria and France between
the FLN and the Algerian National Movement. The FLN fought hard before it
eliminated its rivals to become the dominant voice of Algerian nationalism.106

In Madagascar, violence followed the French repression of the leading
nationalist party, the Democratic Movement for Malagasy Renewal (known
by the French acronym MDRM). The French ªrst tried to undermine the
MDRM by creating the pro-French Party of the Disinherited of Madagascar.
When the MDRM won three-quarters of the vote in provincial elections in
June 1946, French fears of its popularity grew.107 Facing a likely second elec-
toral victory in January 1947, the French decided to dismantle the party.108

The MDRM was thus decapitated for mobilizing successfully, not because
violence was anticipated. After decapitation, MDRM members at large, like
the Istiqlal in Morocco, did not turn violent. Instead, previously underground
organizations—namely, the Jeunesse Nationalist Malgache and the Parti
Nationaliste Malgache—committed most of the violence.109

In Cameroon, violence followed the French decision to eradicate the for-
merly peaceful Union des Populations du Cameroun (UPC).110 The UPC was
founded in April 1948 to bring about “the consolidation of the Cameroun peo-
ple into a federation by the implementation of a policy of rapid democratiza-
tion and the emancipation of the people exploited by colonial ªrms.”111 UPC
leaders explictly opposed violence. Indeed, UPC leader Um Nyobé feared that
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the repressive activities of the administration would provoke a violent reaction
among party militants, which would give the French the opportunity to
“drown the Cameroun national movement in blood,” as they had done in
Madagascar in 1947.112 The UPC was legally recognized in June 1948 and
avoided leadership repression until 1955. By then, the party had expanded its
organization and set up branches in all but two regions of the country, which
the French deemed unacceptable. A February 19, 1955, decree authorized the
use of armed force to prevent or disperse public meetings, and in March
Nyobé was arrested.113 Leadership repression encouraged other actors to chal-
lenge the UPC. Fights broke out between the French and the UPC, and be-
tween UPC and anti-UPC elements.114 The competitive nature of the violence
was evident; the UPC explicitly avoided attacking French personnel, fearing
that such attacks would incite the government to send more troops against the
insurgency. Instead, violence was aimed at anti-UPC groups and French-
appointed chiefs. Violence continued after independence; rivalry between the
Bamileke and the Bassa occurred under the umbrella of the UPC insurgency.115

Only in Vietnam does the story differ; nationalist violence in Vietnam con-
forms neither to the theory of competitive violence nor to explanations based
on colonial intransigence. In Vietnam, violence began when outside actors
armed and aided the Viet Minh during World War II. China decided that Ho
Chi Minh could serve as a force against the Japanese and Vichy French in
Vietnam. By February 1943, Ho was leading a nationalist resistance movement
with U.S. and Chinese support.116 The United States provided some equipment
and weapons, and Ho set up a guerrilla army in the north of the country.117 By
September 1944, the Viet Minh had an army of 5,000 and controlled three prov-
inces in northern Vietnam.118 Outside actors thus proved crucial for the turn to
violent resistance in Vietnam.119 Without the support of China and the United
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States, the Viet Minh might not have formed an armed organization; indeed
Ho Chi Minh might have spent the war years in the Chinese prison where
he was previously incarcerated. Although competition did not prompt vio-
lence, during the conºict, the Viet Minh opposed not only the French but also
other rivals for power. Its outside support, however, gave it an edge over
competitors.120

In their peaceful colonies, the French also sought to limit the power of indig-
enous leaders, but they did not decapitate nationalist organizations. The fail-
ure to repress the leadership does not imply that the French had no fear of
nationalism in those places. Colonial administrators limited the powers of as-
semblies; they supported some leaders over others; they manipulated electoral
rules; and they engaged in periodic censorship. The absence of leadership re-
pression resulted in part from the successful maneuverings of indigenous poli-
ticians, who operated under the shadow of repression. The decision to use
leadership repression was also contingent upon the choices of administrators
who disagreed about the effectiveness of the strategy. Decisions to decapitate
nationalist leaders were not always made by a central authority, but by territo-
rial administrators with signiªcant capacity to act autonomously.121 Adminis-
trators facing peaceful movements debated the effects of leadership repression
and sometimes came close to enacting such a policy.

Côte d’Ivoire provides a case in point; here the French brieºy pursued a pol-
icy of leadership repression that they quickly reversed after seeing its effects.
Felix Houphouet-Boigny was the most inºuential political leader in Côte
d’Ivoire, serving as its representative to the National Assembly in Paris as a
member of the Rassemblement Démocratique Africain (RDA). He allied his
RDA branch with the French Communist Party (known by the French acronym
PCF). In 1947 the PCF was forced out of government, and the French decided
to repress the RDA branch in Côte d’Ivoire because of its communist afªlia-
tion. In late 1948, the minister for Overseas France appointed Laurent Péchoux
as governor of Côte d’Ivoire with instructions to “break” the party.122 Party
leaders were arrested and meetings outlawed. At this point, Houphouet-
Boigny considered armed resistance but worried about its consequences.123
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Still, violent incidents began to occur, and by the end of the year, some ªfty
Africans had been killed.124 Among the perpetrators were Africans hostile to
the RDA.125 Following this violence, the new minister for Overseas France,
François Mitterand, lifted some of the repressive measures against the party
and began talks with Houphouet-Boigny, who agreed to sever his alliance with
the PCF. The disafªliation smoothed the relationship between France and the
RDA, repressive measures were lifted, and order was restored.

The case of Côte d’Ivoire is instructive in several respects. First, it was the
communist afªliation that inspired leadership repression, not an anticipation
of violence. When violence erupted, the French quickly reversed their decision.
Second, this brief violent episode suggests that leadership repression operates
as I claim: it prompted previously peaceful actors to consider violence, and it
provided an opportunity for lesser parties to use violence against the domi-
nant party. Yet because the principal leader retained his position, violence was
short-lived, and Houphouet-Boigny continued leading a uniªed, peaceful or-
ganization through independence in 1960.

In other peaceful territories, leaders were likewise able to build centralized
movements that employed primarily peaceful methods. In French Guinea,
French Sudan, Mauritania, and Senegal, nationalist leaders enjoyed fairly sta-
ble political dominance. Nationalist organizations beneªted from the demo-
cratic institutions available to them, organized openly, and often sought
French support in their quest for local dominance. Without leadership repres-
sion, there were fewer immediate reasons to adopt violent strategies, which
were risky and had destroyed leaders and organizations in other places.

diffusion of violence

The above review discusses each case independently, but one potential expla-
nation for violence in the French Empire is that violence in one place
inºuenced its adoption elsewhere. If violence diffused across the empire, an
approach that focuses on internal conditions in the colonies would miss this
dynamic.

This argument is an unpersuasive alternative for four reasons. The ªrst
stems from the difªculty of positing a plausible model of diffusion. One rea-
sonable hypothesis is that nationalist movements were inºuenced by the
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efªcacy of violence in other parts of the empire. Table 1 lists the violent cases
and includes the year violence began and the year independence was attained.
The table shows that there were few successful models for those considering
violence. Violence in Syria was brutally repressed within a year; independence
was not achieved until twenty years later.126 The rebellion in Madagascar was
crushed.127 The ªrst successful case was Vietnam in 1954, although it took
years and cost many lives. Moreover, violence had already begun in ªve of the
seven cases when the French lost in Vietnam. For a Moroccan contemplating
violence in late 1952, there were no successful examples to recommend the
strategy. The effectiveness of violence in one place does not appear to explain
its adoption elsewhere.

The second problem comes from considering whether violence may have
diffused to nearby places, regardless of its effectiveness. The dates of onset in
North Africa support the view that diffusion happens spatially. It is plausible
that violence in Tunisia made violence more appealing to some actors in
Morocco and that both inºuenced the FLN in Algeria. I expect that violent ac-
tors in Morocco and Algeria were affected by the use of violence in the region.
Yet as a full explanation for onset, this claim leaves several questions unan-
swered. Why did some actors in Morocco and Algeria denounce violence and
refuse to use it? Do demonstration effects work only on some actors and not on
others? Why did diffusion fail to occur in other regions? Lebanon is right next
door to Syria, yet violence did not erupt in 1925; nor did Oubangui-Chari
or French Guinea turn violent when Cameroon did. Similarly, Laos and
Cambodia remained peaceful throughout the French-Indochina War.

The third, related, challenge for diffusion is its inability to account for peace.
In the French Empire, there were eighteen cases of nonviolent nationalism; it is
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126. Lebanon became independent at the same time as Syria, without using violence.
127. Violence in Setif, Algeria, in 1945 was also brutally repressed, and no further violence oc-
curred until the war in 1954.

Table 1. Violent Nationalist Movements in the French Empire

Violent Cases Year of Onset Independence from France

Syria 1925 1946

Vietnam 1944 1954

Madagascar 1947 1960

Tunisia 1952 1956

Morocco 1953 1956

Algeria 1954 1962

Cameroon 1955 1960



not clear why these cases would be immune from diffusion.128 Alternatively,
nonviolent strategies might also be prone to diffusion. Relying on diffusion to
explain the use of both violent and nonviolent tactics is problematic.

Finally, diffusion, like other theories of onset, has difªculty accounting for
the timing of violence. It is theoretically possible that demonstration effects
have an immediate impact, but it is also possible that they resonate only when
local conditions are conducive to violence. The argument I propose here ac-
counts for the variation better than diffusion does; it explains both the violent
and the nonviolent cases and provides predictions about timing. Demonstra-
tion effects may still contribute to the outcome, but I suggest that outside ex-
amples matter only when competitive dynamics have been triggered by a
power vacuum in local leadership.

nationalist violence beyond the colonial world

In the French Empire, leadership repression, subsequent fragmentation of na-
tionalist groups, and intragroup competition explain where and when some
places erupted in violence. The theory’s potential to account for nationalist vi-
olence more broadly lies in its focus on the role that competition can play in
fueling violence. As Tilly suggests, similar causal mechanisms often appear
in disparate types of violence;129 in-group competition is one such mechanism.
Outside the French Empire, other shocks besides leadership repression have
prompted fragmentation; a focus on the competitive dynamics of nationalist
movements can help illuminate the onset of violence in other settings.

Recent work on violence points to competitive dynamics within a variety of
nationalist conºicts. Using a cross-national sample, Andreas Wimmer and
Brian Min ªnd that violence often follows nation-state formation.130 They posit
that it results from interethnic competition in the new state; yet as the exam-
ples from the French Empire suggest, competition may also be intraethnic.
Wendy Pearlman has found that intra-movement fragmentation led to vio-
lence in Palestine.131 In Sri Lanka, the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE)
were initially one of many Tamil organizations; the LTTE targeted moderate
Tamil groups and used violence to outcompete rivals.132 In Chechnya, conºict
between Dzhokhar Dudayev and other nationalist players led to violence in
1993, and the Chechen conºict is beset with internal power struggles.133
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128. See footnote 9.
129. Tilly, The Politics of Collective Violence, p. 7.
130. Wimmer and Min, “From Empire to Nation-State.”
131. Wendy Pearlman, “Fragmentation and Violence: Internal Inºuences on Tactics in the Cast of
the Palestinian National Movement, 1918–2006,” Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University, 2007.
132. Bloom, Dying to Kill, pp. 51–75.
133. Kristin M. Bakke, “The Turn to Violence in Separatist Struggles in Chechnya and Punjab,” in
Chenoweth and Lawrence, Rethinking Violence, chap. 9.



Donatella Della Porta points to competitive dynamics among leftist groups in
Italy in the 1970s, arguing that violence was one way groups distinguished
themselves from the old Left.134

These illustrations point to the competitive violence theory’s potential to ac-
count for the outbreak of violence in other settings. Intragroup fragmentation
characterizes a number of conºicts.135 Indeed, it is likely to occur more often
than commonly thought: there is a bias against observing it because most na-
tionalist movements try to conceal internal divisions and present a united
front to the outside world. As scholars amass data on armed organizations,
we will be better able to understand the general impact of competition on
violence.136

Conclusion

The competitive violence theory provides an explanation for the onset of vio-
lence in time and place. Leading theories of onset are incomplete because
they lack an account of the political opportunities that prompt outbreaks of
violence. Explanations for onset that rely on stable characteristics cannot an-
swer important questions about the causes of violence; they fail to explain
when violence will erupt or why nonviolent strategies are abandoned. The
strength of my argument—that leadership repression triggered the fragmenta-
tion of nationalist groups, prompted competition, and provided incentives for
violence—lies in its ability to address these questions and provide a causal ac-
count of onset.

The argument also accounts for common features of nationalist conºicts:
fragmentation, competition among nationalists, in-group ªghting, and vio-
lence that lasts after goals have been achieved. Such characteristics are not
unique to conºicts in the French Empire. Indeed, one might expect intra-move-
ment divisions to have been less prevalent in these conºicts than other con-
ºicts, because in these cases, the enemy was a foreign power widely viewed as
illegitimate, and nationalists typically called for unity against the nation’s en-
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emy. Other explanations assume that violence was caused by the divide be-
tween rulers and ruled. I argue that French actions brought about violence, but
in a less obvious way than is often assumed. Instead of directly provoking vio-
lence, French actions encouraged local groups not only to use violence against
the French, but also to compete with one another. The existing literature tends
to neglect movement fragmentation, typically seeing it as the result of person-
ality conºicts, ideological differences, or organizational problems. I argue that
competition is not epiphenomenal, but can explain the shift from peaceful to
violent strategies.

To evaluate the argument at the subnational level, I considered a case that
ought to be a tough test of the theory. Moroccans do not appear exceptionally
susceptible to competition; Moroccan nationalists engaged in concerted oppo-
sition to French rule for years prior to the decapitation of the movement. If
competitive dynamics are observed here, one ought to see them elsewhere.

Decapitation is not the only trigger of competitive violence. I focused on this
shock to nationalist movements because it was prevalent in the French Empire
and because of the need to specify clear, testable opportunities. Other shocks
can prompt similar dynamics. Yet the connection between leadership repres-
sion and violence does suggest perverse lessons for policymakers. On the one
hand, targeting the leadership of a peaceful movement may be counterproduc-
tive because it produces violence. On the other hand, peaceful movements can
also topple regimes, as they did in colonial India and the Soviet Union, as well
as in the “color revolutions” in postcommunist Eurasia. States opposed by
mass nationalist movements may not have policy choices they like. The best
option may be one that takes nationalist demands seriously.

Any approach to understanding the onset of violence involves trade-offs.
Large-N studies do not explain when onset will happen, but they are able to
identify general features that characterize many cases of violence. They are
poorly suited to testing arguments such as the one proposed here, which re-
quires subnational data about violent groups and their rivals. My approach
likewise involves a trade-off; the argument is capable of explaining the out-
come of interest, but testing its generalizability requires further empirical anal-
ysis. Such a trade-off is reasonable given the critical need for theories that
address why violence erupts, when and where it does. There are likely to be
multiple causal pathways to onset; this article provides one explanation for the
outcome. Future research is needed both to identify the triggers of fragmenta-
tion and violence and to address whether and why uniªed movements turn vi-
olent. Theories that can account for both the dynamics and modes of conºict
simultaneously offer the most promising avenue to scholarly progress.
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